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Global Trade Review (GTR) is delighted to
announce that GTR Africa 2021 is returning in an
exciting hybrid format, with this hugely anticipated
in-person event taking place on November 3-4
incorporating all the benefits of our unrivalled
digital event platform.
Encompassing GTR’s previous meetings in London,
Cape Town and Victoria Falls for a comprehensive
gathering of the leading figures in Sub-Saharan trade,
export and commodity finance, this event will focus on
the key trends impacting on Africa’s economic health,
from the many financing challenges encountered by
companies in the face of the pandemic and the role of
DFIs in providing support, to supply chain disruption
and sustainability pressures across a range of sectors,
digitisation drives and ongoing efforts to move African
companies up the value chain.
The hybrid event format allows both in-person and
remote speakers to connect and participate, with
delegates enjoying the flexibility to choose between
that unrivalled experience of live networking and
knowledge sharing – all within a Covid-safe setting in
accordance with the latest government guidance – or
the opportunity to join virtually through our market
leading virtual event platform.

3 reasons to attend in 2021
Expand your network
with industry influencers

Corporates & traders

Connect with your trade finance peers and join GTR as we
host the post-event drinks, officially welcoming everyone back
in-person! Meet the rowers from Team Wild Waves ahead of
their empowering Atlantic row later this year to raise money
for Shelter and Women’s Aid.
Featuring a live auction for a one of a kind painting.
All conference attendees welcomed!
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Explore new innovations
to benefit Africa
Get latest regulation
updates from policy makers
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Banks & financiers
Consultants & accountants
Non-bank financiers
Insurers & risk managers
Govt orgs & public bodies
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ECAs & multilaterals
Technology & fintech
Media
Lawyers
Other
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Agenda

GTR Africa 2021 Hybrid

Day One:
Wednesday 3 November
Morning
09.00-09.15

Chair’s opening remarks
Tedd George, Chief Narrative Officer, Kleos Advisory UK

09.10-09.50

Keynote: The outlook for African trade and
investment
This keynote interview will examine trade and investment
opportunities across Africa with a focus on clean growth
and sustainable investment, assessing prospects for
building resilience into regional infrastructure, businesses
and supply chains during the Covid recovery: In which
areas are African sovereigns seeking sustainable
investments? What role can be played by foreign
governments and private investors in meeting immediate
challenges related to the pandemic? Looking forward,
which actors and initiatives will be key to strengthening
UK-Africa trade and investment ties to achieve the
consistent FDI growth required as Africa seeks to
capitalise on enactment of the African Continental Free
Trade Area?
Andrew Boff, Chair of the London Assembly;
Chairman, Africa House
Solape Hammond, Special Adviser to the Governor,
Office of Sustainable Development Goals &
Investment, Lagos State Government, Nigeria

Day One: Wednesday 3 November, 2021

09.45-10.35

11.20-12.10

12.10-13.00

Tectonic trade shifts: Mapping evolving
opportunities and risks across sub-Sahara

Trade de-risking: Reversing the trend to
support Africa’s economic recovery

Digitisation, regulation and standardisation:
The implications for Africa

A high-level opening overview will cover ongoing
pandemic-driven trade disruption (lockdowns, logistics,
political risk hotspots), pinpointing green shoots of
recovery and opportunities for direct investment,
interregional commerce and crucial infrastructure
development, and intra-Africa trade growth related
to post-pandemic recovery and AfCFTA enactment.
Where has the commercial environment gained
efficiencies conducive to trade growth and financing,
and which areas have taken a backwards step? Can
sufficient financing capacity be made available to meet
infrastructure development requirements and capitalise
on trade growth opportunities emerging as African
economic growth returns?

Global financial regulation, high profile frauds and
heightened reputational and regulatory risks linked to
ESG have contributed to prominent lenders reducing
exposure to or exiting the trade and export finance
market, with Africa’s developing economies and SMEs
feeling the liquidity squeeze. Market players face
significant operational challenges, with increased
resources required for stringent monitoring and due
diligence processes. Lenders are simultaneously
grappling with tighter ESG policies, further leading
to a reduction in bankable deals.

Trade digitisation has moved on apace, with the
acceleratory impact of the pandemic on digital adoption
widely acknowledged. Attitudes have changed amongst
governments and private sector alike, but the challenges
surrounding the development of the regulation,
standardisation and interoperability necessary to enable
the true global scaling of digital trade have gained
sudden urgency.

Moderator: Tedd George, Chief Narrative Officer,
Kleos Advisory UK
Bohani Hlungwane, Group Head of Sales, Trade &
Working Capital, Absa
Rolake Akinkugbe-Filani, Chief Commercial Officer,
Mixta Africa
Duarte Pedreira, Head of Emerging & Frontier
Markets, Crown Agents Bank; Board Member, ITFA
Alex Marshall, Group Business Development &
Marketing Director, Clarke Energy

10.35-11.20

Networking break

Assessing the industry’s response, we’ll highlight
the supply chains and projects hardest hit by bank
retrenchment and decarbonisation policies, the steps
taken by traders and contractors, lenders and risk
managers to mitigate increased financial risks, and the
importance of liquidity diversification for corporates.
Looking forward, we’ll gauge the role that can be played
by multilaterals, ECAs and insurers in narrowing the
trade finance gap to support Africa’s Covid recovery, and
the extent to which available digital technology is capable
of restoring confidence and comfort across Africa’s trade
finance sector.
Moderator: Shannon Manders, Editorial Director,
Global Trade Review (GTR)
Michael Creighton, Executive Director, Financial
Solutions, Willis Towers Watson
Wouter Kool, Head, Trade & Commodity Finance,
Africa, Rabobank
Dheerie Govender, Chief Executive Officer, Global
Collateral Control (GCC)

This session will tackle scalability challenges from an
African perspective: What is the direction of travel for
global regulatory developments linked to adoption of
e-documents in international trade? What of the impact
on African flows, given the diversity of legal frameworks
across the continent: are some markets better placed
to benefit than others? What are the likely outcomes
relating to product development, standardisation and
interoperability, and how does this inform the digital
adoption strategies and choices of those financing
African trade?
Moderator: Tedd George, Chief Narrative Officer,
Kleos Advisory UK
Frank Wendt, Executive Chairman, FQX
Robin Findlay, Vice-President, Global Sales &
Marketing, Surecomp
Jack Bismohun, Business Development Director,
GUUD Africa
Rahul Rastogi, Chief Financial Officer, Africa & Mena;
Group Chief Financial Officer, Cocoa Beans, Olam
Food Ingredients

13.00-14.20 Lunch

“I have made valuable contacts at all
the GTR events that I have attended,
all of which resulted in business.”
M Tindle, Omnia

#GTRAfrica

“Great mix of various stakeholders, excellent
exchange place of different approaches,
experience and expectations.”
A Grzybowski, KUKE – Export Credit Insurance Corporation
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Day One:
Wednesday 3 November
Afternoon
14.20-15.10

Financial climate change: Reassessing
infrastructure investment priorities
The pandemic’s impact on Africa’s public finances has
forced the reassessment of infrastructure investment
priorities to fit restricted budgets, but one constant
has been amplified: the need for affordable long tenor
financing. Lenders’ expanding ESG criteria necessitates
further reconsideration of sovereign projects’ financial
viability, with FIs and ECAs facing a shrinking pool of
bankable deals, and China well placed to provide the
cheap lending and concessional deal structures required
to fill the financing gap.
Considering the impact of debt sustainability and climate
change concerns on the African infrastructure financing
space, this panel will assess the markets expected to
expand, those where investment plans require correction,
and those struggling with affordability. Further debate
will focus on the export and ECA financing outlook: How
will crucial projects left unbankable by ESG policies be
financed, and could future ESG regulation reduce the
deal pool yet further? To what extent do these conditions
create a hardening business environment for financiers
and what can be done to enable financing for crucial
projects while maintaining the export and ECA finance
sector’s relevance and profitability?
Moderator: Gabriel Buck, Managing Director,
GKB Ventures
Sujithav Sarangi, Executive Director, Structured
Export Finance, Standard Chartered Bank
Hugo Coetzee, Partner, Energy & Infrastructure
Finance, CMS
Michele Dee, Regional Head, LatAm, Sub-Saharan
Africa & South Asia, UK Export Finance (UKEF)
Nisrin Abouelezz, Managing Director, Head of Africa
Group, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation (SMBC)
Paul Woodman, Chief Operating Officer, International,
ASGC

#GTRAfrica

GTR Africa 2021 Hybrid

Day One: Wednesday 3 November, 2021

15.10-16.00

16.25-17.15

Bogged down in semantics: Powering
sustainable export finance through collective
action

Only as strong as the weakest link: Supply
chain challenges and financing solutions

Export finance banks and ECAs have broadly embraced
ESG and decarbonisation, recognising the need to
remain relevant to global economic development – and
capitalise on a new wave of commercial opportunity –
through the promotion of sustainable finance. However,
corporate policies and approaches for sustainability
remain specific to each institution and the markets in
which it operates. Collective action is required.
Drawing on the ICC Sustainability Working Group’s
efforts toward identifying an industry response to help
promote sustainability in export finance, including
proposed measurements, definitions and actions which
could be taken at OECD level and elsewhere, we’ll
seek to identify the associated commercial risks and
motivations, outline the progress made so far, and
question whether the export and agency finance sector
could move faster.
Moderator: Chris Mitman, Head, Export & Agency
Finance, Investec
Hussein Sefian, Founding Partner of Acre Impact
Capital
Greg Fyfe, Head, Sustainable Finance, Standard Bank
Marie Aglert, Director & Head of Large Corporates,
EKN
James Pumphrey, Managing Director, Head of Europe
(excl. Germany/Iberia), Structured Trade & Export
Finance, Deutsche Bank

Delayed cargoes, a hardening trade finance liquidity
environment, heightened due diligence demands and
price inflation leading to increased financing requirements
have combined to produce a credit crunch for SME
suppliers. This session will explore some of the acute
financing challenges faced by smaller trading entities,
and the risks this poses to crucial commodity and capex
supply chains: Has the supply chain financing product
defied doubts of its resilience in an economic downturn?
Where have SMEs been forced to turn to alternative
trade financing sources and innovative supply chain
credit solutions to ease working capital pressures? Could
weak supply chain links be exposed as DFI support and
fiscal stimulus are wound down, and which financing and
insurance solutions are available to plug the gap?
Moderator: Robert Hurley, Board Member, Director
Corporate Development, Africa House
Marieme Niang Camara, Managing Director, Africa,
Wilben
Michael Rolfe, Head of Trade Finance, British Arab
Commercial Bank (BACB)
Jane Cooper, Regional Head, London & South East,
UK Export Finance (UKEF)

GTR Drinks Reception
Day One from 17.15 onwards
Connect with your trade finance peers and join
GTR as we host the post-event drinks, officially
welcoming everyone back in-person! Meet the
rowers from Team Wild Waves ahead of their
empowering Atlantic row later this year to raise
money for Shelter and Women’s Aid.
Featuring a live auction for a one of a kind painting.
All conference attendees welcomed!

17.15-17.25

Chair’s closing remarks

16.00-16.25 Networking break

“Perfect networking and great speakers with
high experience and knowledge about Africa.
It is not easy to find something like this.”
I Orbe, Bauen Empresa Constructora

Mapping Africa’s evolving trade landscape

‘A great forum to bring different parts of the
African trade finance ecosystem to gather
in one room.’
T Cooke, Orbitt

gtreview.com/gtrafrica
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Day Two:
Thursday 4 November
Morning
09.15-09.35

Chair’s opening remarks
09.35-10.25

AfCFTA, industrialisation and vaccination:
Assessing intraregional trade and integration
through the lens of a global pandemic
Notwithstanding the launch of the AfCFTA in January,
agreement on rules of origin are proving a tougher nut to
crack; one that will hold huge repercussions for domestic
manufacturing and foreign investment. While significant
progress for the AfCFTA has been hailed, the pandemic
has placed in sharp relief the lack of value-add industrial
development achieved thus far, with PPE and vaccine
manufacturing providing a case in point.

GTR Africa 2021 Hybrid
11.10-11.40

11.40-12.30

Political risk profile: An increasingly complex
regional risk landscape

Sovereign debt concerns: Can the social
infrastructure deal pipeline be financed
sustainably?

The African political risk landscape was highly complex
pre- pandemic, but with Covid-19 now sweeping across
the continent the fallout from prolonged lockdowns is
leading to growing socio-economic frustrations and
heightened risks of political violence, social unrest
and terrorism. Ongoing election cycles, sovereign debt
sustainability issues and regional conflicts further
contribute to a formidable risk environment for investors,
project sponsors and suppliers across the region. One of
the region’s foremost political risk analysts will offer deep
insight into the latest emerging hotpots, and the primary
risks to watch for those trading across Africa.
Robert Besseling, Founder & Chief Executive,
Pangea-Risk

10.25-11.10

Following growing pressure on public finances across
sub-Sahara throughout 2020, fears over sovereign debt
sustainability were finally realised with Zambia’s default
in November. Infrastructure modernisation is needed
more than ever, particularly within the healthcare and
transport sectors, but significant questions remain about
how these projects can be financed sustainably whilst
managing political and financial risks for lenders and
investors. This session will pinpoint how banks and ECAs
can assist African sovereigns in the current climate,
assess the availability of CIRR-based lending and
blended financing structures, and question if there is a
greater role to be played by the private insurance market
in mitigating risks associated with debt restructuring,
trade disruption and political violence.
Moderator: Gabriel Buck, Managing Director,
GKB Ventures
Inal Henry, Head of Export Financing, Investment
Banking, Rand Merchant Bank (RMB)
Sam Evans, Director, BPL Global
Nicholas Oliver, Head of Business Development,
NMS International Group
Brad Parks, Executive Director, AidData

Bringing together a panel of trade, manufacturing and
financing experts, day 2 opens with a frank assessment
of the work remaining to reach crucial agreement on
AfCFTA rules of origin and tariff reduction, and explore
financing prospects for the forecasted industrial and
trade growth: Where have manufacturers successfully
adapted to supply the Covid response, and what can
be learned regards the financing support required to
support value-add development? What scale of private
sector investment is needed for meaningful industrial
growth? Which key AfCFTA developments can enable a
greater role for commercial trade lenders and ECAs in
private sector investment, and which financing sources
and structures are expected to facilitate industrial and
trade growth in the meantime?
Moderator: Eddie Norton, Chief Executive Officer,
British Arab Commercial Bank (BACB)
Souleymane Diagne, Group Head, Trade, Corporate &
Investment Bank, Ecobank
Lodewyk Meyer, Partner, Baker & McKenzie
Paul Odunaiya, Chief Executive Officer, Wemy
Industries
Michelle Chivunga, Founder & Chief Executive Officer,
Global Policy House

Day Two: Thursday 4 November, 2021

First featured at GTR Africa Virtual last year,
2021 brings the return of the Digital Dealroom
– an exclusive trade finance tool to connect
corporates and traders with banks and other
financial providers.
Available via the GTR Event App –
launching soon!
Over US$30mn confirmed in Deals!

12.30-13.45 Lunch

“A great snapshot on what is happening
in Africa from an insider’s perspective.”
K Mathai, Unatrac Ltd

“A real valuable conference, and positive to meet
up with so many new banks and new people,
very appreciated. Look forward to next year!”
B Westphal, Volvo

Networking break

#GTRAfrica
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Day Two:
Thursday 4 November
Afternoon
13.45-14.30

Closing the trade finance gap: Innovative
tools and future challenges
Country and FX risks, fraud concerns and massive
capital outflows have combined to exacerbate an acute
shortage of African trade financing. Development
finance and digitisation initiatives have played a crucial
role in mitigating immediate impacts, however urgent
and significant innovation is required to prevent further
collateral damage to Africa’s SMEs, trade growth and
economic recovery prospects.
A panel of leading industry players will pinpoint the
tangible progress made by DFIs, commercial banks and
tech providers in addressing the challenges posed by the
pandemic, with a focus on the innovative trade finance
structures and solutions successfully injecting liquidity
into key African markets: Where are DFIs, structured LCs
and digital platforms filling gaps in vanilla trade finance
provision, and have alternative trade financiers and funds
continued to grow their market share? Looking forward,
what risk-reward balance is posed by a growing focus on
sustainable trade financing and digital trade regulatory
development amongst G7 nations?
Moderator: Simon Cook, Partner, Sullivan &
Worcester UK
Sheleena Govind, Transactor, Debt & Trade Solutions,
Financial Institutions Group, Rand Merchant Bank
(RMB)
George Wilson, Head, Institutional Trade Finance,
Investec
John Lentaigne, Head of Credit & Political Risks,
Tysers

GTR Africa 2021 Hybrid

Day Two: Thursday 4 November, 2021

14.30-15.10

On-demand

15.10 – 15.55

Spotlight on structures: The trade
instruments boosting USD liquidity across
sub-Sahara

Case study: Fluctuating agricultural export
revenue – an African solution to an African
problem

Future thinking: Reinforcing African supply
chains with sustainable practices

A strong rebound in trade finance business sentiment
has been observed since the turn of 2021, though key
structural issues remain to be addressed, not least the
availability of hard currency for trade.

Agricultural seasonality poses a challenge to those
African economies reliant on soft commodity exports, with
peaks and troughs in export earnings frustrating efforts to
maintain the hard currency reserves crucial to supporting
national economies and funding the flow of imports.

In response several innovative trade instruments are
gaining traction across Africa as an increasingly crucial
means of mitigating the continuing lack of traditional trade
finance. Structured or synthetic LCs, enabling the flow
of USD liquidity into exchange-controlled countries to
then be utilised by local banks to facilitate physical trade,
are working alongside bank-to-bank trade instruments
and risk off takers including private insurers and foreign
state agencies to mitigate the impact of hard currency
shortages. Featuring active deal participants, this session
will illustrate why these structures are needed and
used for frontier trade finance, walking you through the
anatomy of a typical deal, the various parties involved,
and their respective motivations.
Moderator: Andreas Voss, Chief Country
Representative Nigeria & Head Trade Finance Financial
Institutions Sub-Saharan Africa, Deutsche Bank
Ini Ebong, Group Executive, Treasury & Financial
Institutions, First Bank of Nigeria
Ian Henderson, Chief Investment Officer, Artis Finance

An in-depth case study will dissect this innovative
currency swap deal, covering a credit-wrapped
transaction structure that includes participants from
Kenya, Botswana, Rwanda, South Africa and the UK,
ranging private banks, development financing, pension
funds, private equity players and an African central
bank. Further discussion will highlight the demonstrable
economic value added by the currency swap and assess
the potential of this deal structure to boost further
economic stability and development across Sub-Sahara.
Moderator: Virginie Couronne, Communications
Specialist, Bank One
Benjamin Mugisha, Chief Underwriting Officer, African
Trade Insurance Agency (ATI)
Carl Chirwa, Head of International Banking, Bank One
Lodewyk Meyer, Partner, Baker & McKenzie

Moderator: Tedd George, Chief Narrative Officer,
Kleos Advisory UK
Geoffrey White, Chief Executive Officer, Agility Africa
Manrui Tang, Co-founder & Chief Operating Officer,
Binkabi
Michelle Chivunga, Founder & Chief Executive Officer,
Global Policy House

15.55-16.00

Chair’s closing remarks

‘The conference is absolutely amazing and
provided a phenomenal opportunity to
meet key industry leaders.’
D Sawyer, Rand Merchant Bank

#GTRAfrica

‘Build back better’ platitudes have abounded during the
Covid-19 pandemic, with heightened consumer scrutiny
of business practices throughout global supply chains
leading to an intensified focus on ESG by governments,
corporates, investors and financiers. A growing plethora
of sustainable trade and supply chain offerings are
establishing the trade market as a leading conduit
for sustainable investment, but how are ESG-linked
financing incentives and structures expected to impact
those African supply chains already experiencing
extreme disruption and increased financial due diligence
demands? Could benefits afforded to African entities be
offset by challenges around additional disclosure and
reporting requirements? If tech is the key to monitoring
ESG practices throughout the supply chain, what are the
benefits and limitations of the ESG solutions currently
available, and who will ultimately bear additional costs of
incentivisation?

Mapping Africa’s evolving trade landscape

‘A very good view of the African continent,
and a number of interesting speakers.’
G Ghosh, Mott MacDonald Limited

gtreview.com/gtrafrica
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Registration form
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Payment details

Address

Please select credit card type

Postcode/Zip
Card number

Country

Expiry date

Security code (3 or 4 digits)

Telephone

MM/YY

Standard rate

£1,499 + 20% VAT*

Standard rate passes are for all others, include financial institutions, consultants, lawyers etc.
Limited to 3 passes per service provider.

Corporate rate

£499 + 20% VAT*

Corporate rate passes are available for those who are exporters, importers, manufacturers,
distributors, traders & producers of physical goods.

Virtual event only

Facsimile

Cardholder’s name

Pricing details

Email

Company VAT number

Signature

Cardholder’s signature

I can confirm that I have read and agree to the terms and conditions below.

Cardholder’s address

Terms & conditions

Free

1. Confirmation: Booking confirmation will be
sent to you immediately for all bookings. If
you have not received an email confirmation
within 24 hours of making the booking,
please contact the team at events@gtreview.
com or on +44 (0)20 8673 9666.

Booking code

10% Multi-booking discount available
If you are unsure what rate to book or need to book multiple registrations under the same
company, please contact our booking team at sales@gtreview.com
**By booking, you agree to GTR’s Terms & Conditions, including Cancellation Policy.
***All GTR events adhere to the most recent government Covid-19 guidelines and restrictions,
with the safety of our attendees and staff deemed paramount. Should you have any questions
regarding any aspects of this, please email us at events@gtreview.com

Add a GTR Subscription
1-year online-only subscription

Ways to register
Email: events@gtreview.com
Web: www.gtreview.com
Telephone:
+44 (0)20 8673 9666

#GTRAfrica

Delegate information
For multiple bookings please email events@gtreview.com

Title:

please tick

Mr

Mrs

Ms

Miss

First name

Save over 10% on an online subscription

£300

Post: G
 TR, Exporta Publishing
& Events Ltd,
4 Hillgate Place, London
SW12 9ER, UK
Or fill in this pdf form
and click here to submit

Last name

Job title
Department
Organisation
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2.	Payment (including VAT) must be made in
full prior to the start of the conference. GTR
retains the right to refuse entry in case of
non-payment. Payment can be made through
Credit Card online, via telephone or by
sending our Events team a completed Credit
Card Authorisation form.
3.	All delegates who have not paid prior to the
conference will be denied entry.
4.	Transfers: If you cannot attend a conference,
you can transfer your place to another
individual. Places can be transferred at
any time up to and including the day of the
conference. Please note an additional charge
may be applicable if the new attendee is not
entitled to the same rate.
5.	A delegate place can be transferred to
another conference, if the request to us is
received more than 5 working days before
the conference. Please note additional
charges may be applicable. A delegate can
only transfer their place a maximum of two
times, after which they will incur a 20%
administration fee.

6. Cancellations: All delegate cancellations
must be made in writing to events@gtreview.
com. The charge for cancelling your booking
is:
- 1 month before the conference: 90%
refund of the full cost
- 5 or more working days before the
conference: 80% refund of full cost
- 5 or less working days before the
conference: no refund
7.	
Non-attendance to a conference will result in
no refund.
8. In the case of the cancellation of the
conference or the change of the conference
date, GTR will not be held liable for any
booking, travel or hotel costs associated with
the booking.
Please note that all confirmed registrations are
subject to the event terms and conditions
Should you have any queries, please contract
our team at events@gtreview.com or on
+44 (0)20 8673 9666.
If you do not wish GTR to use your
information for marketing purposes,
please tick this box.

gtreview.com/gtrafrica

